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s in most cities in the late
19th and early 20th century,
Birmingham
was
well
equipped with amusement parks
built and/or served by the early street
railroads. The earliest such resorts were
developed in the steam dummy days and
included Lakeview Park, served by the
Highland Avenue and Belt; Avondale
Park, served by the horse car line of the
same name; Smith’s Driving Park, at
10th Street and 6th Avenue North; the
original Birmingham fairgrounds, and
Behren’s Park, reputedly popular with
the German residents and reached by
horse car.
Red Mountain Park advertised its
view overlooking the city, offered free
mineral water and ice and gave band
concerts with a twenty-seven-piece
band during the afternoon.
Fare collection on the dummy line to
Red Mountain was curious. Passengers
were charged ten cents to go up the
mountain but were allowed to return
free. The logic of this move can be seen
in fact that patrons could be expected

Highland Avenue Trolley passing Lakeview
Park.
to come up at various times during the
afternoon but virtually all would want
to leave when the park closed.
Considering Red Mountain’s limited
equipment, the poor conductor would
have been lucky to get on the car, let
alone be able to collect fares on the
down trip.
With the coming of electrification,
street cars became a form of amusement
in themselves, as well as providing
transport to the parks. Trolley parties
were a national craze during the 1890’s.
Birmingham Railway & Electric built
a few open parlor cars similar to those
(continued on page 4)
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n July we celebrated the 243rd year of our independence as a
nation. Its founding was remarkable. Just as remarkable is that we
have continued as a republic for so long and have grown into the
undisputed leader of the free world. That is worth celebrating! These
facts also place a huge responsibility on us to protect our freedoms and
cherish our values.
History plays a large role in that responsibility. We must preserve it,
learn from it and make it available to our heirs for their edification.
W. Dan Puckett
Your association is aligned perfectly with this responsibility. Through
regular presentations, historical markers, book publications and the quarterly Jefferson
Journal it provides our members and others fascinating stories and documentation of
significant events and people of our area. You might learn of the days when our land was
so coveted it was claimed by France, Spain and Great Britain at the same time. On another
occasion, you may be introduced to a far-sighted founder of Birmingham. Recent history to
some of us can be old history to others, so it gets it’s time also. With so many opportunities
to learn, I know I am a much better informed person about our own local history.
Not only is the information interesting, it becomes knowledge for our use in meeting
our above responsibility. I hope you will take every opportunity to fulfill this responsibility.
I encourage you to come to our meetings. But, more than that, I encourage you to bring a
guest or more than one. Here’s a radical idea: Bring one of your children or grandchildren.
We would love to have them!
In October, Bill Finch will talk about the globally exceptional biodiversity of Alabama
and its impact on the state’s cultural heritage. Join us on October 10th.
W. Dan Puckett
President

Facts About Birmingham
The original name of Lloyd Nolan Hospital was “TCI Hospital”. TCI owned and
operated the hospital and it was one of the first full scale hospitals dedicated to caring for
steel industry workers.
Hayes International Aircraft Company came to Birmingham as an indirect result of the
Depression: the US Gov’t had taken over the Birmingham Airport and spent millions on
improvements before ceding it back to the City. Hayes employed 5,000 people at their
peak in Birmingham and built aircraft parts and also contributed to the space program.
During the period of 1896 to 1900, people in most Birmingham industries typically
worked 10 hours per day, 6 days per week. Workers at the blast furnaces worked a 72hour week!!!

The Frisco 4018 Locomotive at Sloss Furnace.
Specifications:
Configuration: 2-8-2
UIC class: 1 D1 h2
Gauge: 4 ft, 8 ½ in. (Standard gauge)
Leading diameter: 33 in.
Driver diameter: 63 in.
Trailing diameter: 43 in.

Locomotive Wheelbase: 36 ft, 1 in.
Wheelbase with tender: 71 ft. 4 ½ in.
Adhesive weight: 220,000 lb. (110
tons)
Locomotive Weight: 292,000 lb. (146
tons)
Tractive effort: 54,724 foot pounds.

Fuel type: Coal
Boiler pressure: 200 psi.
Cylinders: 2
Cylinder size: 26 in. by 30 in.
Valve gear: Walschaerts

The Frisco 4018 Locomotive
By Richard Neely, Ph.D.
hen I was growing up in Birmingham, my family
in the world.
often went to the Birmingham Fairgrounds.
There is a museum in Texas which has a locomotive
While my parents were doing things like going
steam engine like our new addition and by itself is a
to an art show, my brother and I went to “Kiddieland”. The
National Historic Landmark.
most impressive attraction was a giant railroad locomotive.
Our engine was built in 1919 by the Lima Company
My brother and I explored it thoroughly and it inspired
in Ohio to respond to the need to move equipment for
a lifelong fascination with railroading. In 2009, the engine
World War 1, but arrived too late for that job as the war
was moved to Sloss Furnaces where I have given tours for
ended in 1918. The engine was sold to the St. Louis-San
over 30 years and, now, I have the pleasure of including
Francisco Railroad in 1923. For the next three decades it
its story at the museum. (Editor’s Note: Terry Oden
hauled coal from Bessemer to Birmingham. Birmingham
engineered the move, and will write “the rest of the story”
mayor James W. “Jimmy” Morgan saved the engine from
for the next issue of The Journal”). I have also had the
scrap and it moved under its own power to Kiddieland in
added enjoyment of re-painting it for the last two months
1952. It was neglected in the 1980’s and 90’s and then
with the help of my young cousins Issac and Eli Dorning.
moved to Sloss in 2009.
The locomotive has added to an impressive collection
There were 625 originals and 641 copies produced of
of machines at Sloss. Not only do we have this addition
this design. The engine is called a light “Mikado” because
to the collection, but Sloss has two steam shovels, a rail
the first contracts were to Imperial Japan whose engineers
mounted crane, a diesel switch engine, diesel shovel and
redesigned the firebox to their own specifications. It
bulldozer, and the largest eight vertical steam engines left
(continued on page 4)
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(Frisco continued from page 3)
also included a 2-8-2 wheel set-up typical of this model.
This was done during the reign of the Japanese Mikado
Emperor.
Three companies built the design including ALCO
(American Locomotive Company), Baldwin, and Lima.
Fully loaded it weighed 147 tons. One of the most romantic
stories connected to it was that 200 were contracted to
Imperial Russia, but the sale and delivery were interrupted
by the Bolshevik Revolution. As of today, six are known in
the United States. However, there are some still in Mexico
and I am almost sure I saw two in China where the military
prevented me from taking pictures unfortunately.
A good friend tells me that he has seen one in Russia.
I was watching a show on abandoned places and two of
them are in the woods in Vancouver where they were put
(Trollies and Parks continued from page 1)
in other cities. In addition, there were two excursion cars
named Orion and Royal Red placed in service in July 1901.
These were reputedly built by St. Louis Car Company, but
no evidence is to be found in the St. Louis record books.
Special attractions were promoted by the trolley company
at Lakeview Park and at East Lake Park. Stock companies’
plays, Gilbert and Sullivan operettas and vaudeville acts
were featured at Lakeview, which also had a beer garden.
A dance pavilion was built over the lake at East Lake and
other amusements provided under the direction of T. G.
Brabston, later an executive of the Birmingham Electric
Company.
On one occasion a man offered to be buried in a casket
for a week, was widely advertised and drew many curious
spectators. However, Brabston caught the stuntman trying
to get out under the cover of night and posted a guard to
make sure he stayed where he was supposed to be. After
five days, the stuntman insisted on being released and
collected $25 for his largely involuntary stay.
The Birmingham Traction Company also tried to cash
in on the park business and constructed a resort known as
Traction Park on the North Birmingham line.
During the winter season, the Bijou Theater was heavily
promoted by the street railway because of the business it
generated. Many of the acts found at East Lake in good
weather would simply move downtown to the Bijou for
the colder months.
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to work hauling logs. Birmingham and Sloss Furnaces is
very lucky to have such a treasure and we at the Furnaces
hope that this will give you another reason to stop by the
museum.
The engine and tender are in good shape for being
outside most of its’ life. Fortunately, when it was out at
the Fairgrounds it was under a shed. I would say that the
greater part of its deterioration has occurred since it was at
Sloss. Current Director Karen Utz has presented a plan for
a new shed and I think this will save the engine.
At the minimum, the sheet metal covering the boiler
should be redone to seal off the boiler. Of course, complete
restoration would require deep pockets. However, given
the importance of this machine in our history and culture
it would be a gift to future generations.

Moss Rock Preserve
Jefferson County’s Geological Treasure

T

By Edward W. Stevenson M.D., Associate Editor

he shortness of our human lives is evident to most
adults, but nothing puts it into better perspective
than the study of geology, archeology and
paleontology. A visit to Hoover, Alabama’s, Moss Rock
Preserve elicits awe, wonder and stimulates profound
questions about the origin of those huge boulders and the
millions of years required to form them.
A child may see them and envision “The Jolly Green
Giant” having tossed a handful of huge rocks in a random
pattern. Thoughtful adults, however, including geologists
since the early 1800’s, have theorized about what
they termed “erratic boulders”. Tourists likewise have
wondered, for example, what happened to “the other half”
of the 8,000-foot HALF DOME formation at Yosemite;
or how the huge boulders arrived in the surf on the coast of
Oregon. The huge boulders in Jefferson County Alabama’s
Moss Rock Preserve in Hoover can elicit similar thoughts.
Such mysteries are the scientific domain of geologists, and
although it is not the principal intent of this article, a short

geological description will be included.
Most Alabamians are familiar with the iron, coal and
limestone geology of the Birmingham mineral district, but
it is surprising that so few are familiar with the presence
in Jefferson County of something that is quite fantastic.
The Alabama Tourism Department should develop this
site into a target tourist attraction, as they now do for such
attractions as Desoto State Park and Little River Canyon.
MOSS ROCK PRESERVE should not be confused with
the nearby commercial real estate development named
“The Preserve”. The residential real estate development
derived its name from the contiguous natural wonder.
The MOSS ROCK PRESERVE, however, is a 349-acre
public park, which is maintained by the City of Hoover.
Moss Rock Preserve currently contains about 12 miles
of hiking trails, most of which were built by volunteers,
and are now maintained by volunteers and City staff. All
trails interconnect to form loops and are excellent for all
(continued on page 6)
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(Moss Rock continued from page 5)
levels of hiking, and the huge boulders are also popular
with rock climbers. The park contains 80 or more huge
boulders of variable size.
This does not mean that people must be prepared to hike
a long distance in order to see these magnificent boulders.
There is an adequate parking area for automobiles, and
one can walk on a short trail from the parking area to see
enough of the huge boulders to be awe-inspired.
Driving to the park is simple. Drive west on Highway
150 from The Galleria to the intersection for the Hoover
Metropolitan Stadium, at which the road to the right is
clearly marked, PRESERVE PARKWAY. It will bring you
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directly to the residential development mentioned above,
but also on the left, is the entrance to Moss Rock Preserve,
marked by a prominent sign.
A short summary of the 400 hundred million to a
billion years of Jefferson County geology can serve to
inspire further study by those who may be interested in
more detail. Of local interest is the observation that the
industrial minerals that are the basis of Birmingham’s
“mineral district” are largely associated with Red
Mountain, rather than Shades Mountain, although the
two mountains are only several miles apart. Moss Rock
Preserve is on Shades Mountain, which has no iron mines.
(continued on page 15)

World War II bond rally with Bechtel-McCone-Parsons employees in fromt of main buildings and hangers.

Bechtel-McCone-Parsons and the
Birmingham-to-Berlin Bomber Plane Project

B
Map of Moss Rock location.

By Ellie Guyader, Vulcan Park and Museum Curatorial Intern

irmingham has had many impacts in national
history throughout its 148 years. During World
War II, Birmingham’s wartime production
contributed greatly to the Allies’ victory. During World
War II one particular company’s investment in the city
would help make it one of the world’s largest construction
companies today.
Founded by Warren Bechtel in 1898, the W. A. Bechtel
Corporation, as it was initially called, was a construction
company that operated out of California. Just before the
outbreak of the war, the company had joined with five
other construction companies to form Six Companies,
Inc. to complete their first major government contract,

the Hoover Dam. In 1937 Stephen Bechtel, Sr., Warren’s
son and the President of the company at that time, teamed
with former Berkley classmate, John McCone to form the
Bechtel-McCone Corporation. In 1942, Ralph Parsons
joined the partnership, and the newly formed BechtelMcCone-Parsons began entering bids for government
contracts for wartime production.
Birmingham, already an industrial hub years before the
outbreak of World War II, was slowly emerging from
the Great Depression. Jobs began returning between
1939 and 1941 as America began supplying their allies
with food, weapons, and machinery. While most of
(continued on page 10)
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Alabama Theatre Corner shot.

The Historic Alabama Theatre
“The Showplace of the South”

I

By Tom Badham

n March of 1927 construction started on what was
planned to be the finest movie theater in Alabama.
The Paramount Publix Corporation’s “fire proof”
brick veneered, steel framed concrete walled theatre cost,
for the time, a very huge 1.5 million dollars (An ounce
of gold equaled one twenty-dollar gold piece. Today an
ounce of gold costs $1,500. So, in today’s dollars the
Alabama cost $112,500,000.) Seating 2,500 patrons
on three levels, the Alabama Theatre’s career began on
December 26, 1927, with a grand opening celebration.
Mr. Sidney Dannenberg was its first manager with the

film, Spotlight, opening the theatre.
It was the first public building in Alabama to have air
conditioning. Built just as the “Talkies” began the sound
revolution in the motion picture industry with The Jazz
Singer in 1927, the theatre was designed to easily switch
over from silent movies. To provide the musical scores
for those silent movies, the Crawford Special Publix One
Wurlitzer Organ was built into the theatre. This was no
ordinary organ, either.
“The Mighty Wurlitzer Organ” not only dramatically
raised up to a spotlighted front corner of the stage while
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Photo taken during the fire at Loveman’s in 1934.

Alabama Theatre 1934. Note: Fire damage to Loveman’s on
the left.

playing, it was fancy enough to be a show in itself. The
case was as fancy as could be made and every sound effect
that could be made at that time thundered out of speakers
and pipes above each side of the stage. That sound system
was modified and adapted when the “talkies” became
the norm. Various live stage acts along with a stage band
or a pit orchestra along with the Wurlitzer organ were
included with feature film screenings.
The theatre was used for other events as well as movies.
Starting in 1935, the Alabama hosted the annual Miss
Alabama Pageant until 1966.
Walt Disney’s cartoons were distributed through the
Paramount Theatre organization. They were so popular
that in 1933, The Mickey Mouse Club was formed.
Meetings were held every Saturday at theaters across the
United States and England. Children would perform for
each other, watch Mickey Mouse cartoons, and participate
in other activities such as food and toy drives for the
under-privileged.

In June, 1933, manager George Nealeans launched the
Alabama Theatre chapter of the Mickey Mouse Club. By
1935, the Birmingham Mickey Mouse Club had over
7000 members; making it the biggest Mickey Mouse
Club in the world. Membership eventually peaked at over
18,000 before the Club closed in 1945. A television only
Mickey Mouse Club show was begun in 1955, but it had
no theater gatherings.
When the theatre was designed a three-foot-thick
concrete wall was specified to separate it from the building
directly east of it. In 1934, that wall saved the Alabama
when the Loveman’s Department Store next to it burned.
Stains on the theatre’s ceiling from smoke that was pulled
into the building from the street were the only damage.
Those stains were visible until the 1998 restoration.
As the decades passed, the theatre passed through several
corporate hands. In 1981, Plitt Theatres of Chicago closed
the Alabama and sold it to Cobb Theaters of Birmingham.
(continued on page 12)
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Betchel-McCone-Parsons Security Guards’ Honor Guard detail.
(Bechtel-McCone-Parsons continued from page 7)
Alabama contributed their vast agricultural yield to this
effort, Birmingham contributed its industrial resources.
Birmingham’s economy thrived when the United States
joined the war due to President Roosevelt’s strategy to
“out-produce them overwhelmingly, so that there can be
no question of our ability to provide a crushing superiority
of equipment in any theatre of the world war.”
In 1942, Birmingham leased the Birmingham Airport
and runways to the United States Air Force for one dollar
a year to test-drive planes before they were sent into battle.
Also, in 1942, Bechtel-McCone-Parsons (BMP) won a
government contract to modify and complete airplanes
made in Henry Ford’s Willow Run factory in Michigan.
BMP needed to build a modification center in order to
carry out the work on the Willow Run planes. They decided
Birmingham was an ideal location due to its large female
workforce, the lack of land options available in California
where BMP was headquartered, and the proximity of the
modification center to the airport resulting in easy transport
and low cost. In order to fulfill the terms of the contract,
BMP broke ground for the huge facility in January 1943.

The “Birmingham-to-Berlin Bomber Plane Project,” as it
was called by The Birmingham News, promised to be one
of the “largest engineering and construction companies in
the world,” finishing planes “geared to solve the problems
of modern warfare.”
However, contradicting stories of the actual functionality
of BMP’s Birmingham Modification Center exist.
Thomas M. West, Jr. once wrote “Eyewitnesses that I have
interviewed told of a Birmingham sky constantly filled
with the war planes being flown in, often by female ferry
pilots, being test flown after modification and then flown
off to war.” But author, Laton McCartney reported claims
that “the planes are not even flying over the city, much
less away from the city as finished projects...Employees...
talk glibly of men being paid large...salaries for ‘waiting
orders.’”
In fact, a lawsuit was filed in July 1943 against BMP
by George Alexander, a Birmingham citizen, for
mismanagement of government funds. His claim was
based on numerous affidavits and reports stating that
workers clocked in at 9:00am, went home, and were only
(continued on page 11)
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(Bechtel-McCone-Parsons continued from page 10)
seen again clocking out at 5:00pm. According to court
transcripts, others reported being paid large sums of money
for training on automobiles instead of airplanes. Another
woman who was trained at Bechtel apparently attended a
training class for 21 weeks but instead of being trained, she
“loafed all day long every day, drawing pay thereof from
the defendant [BMP], for which the defendant presented
claims on the United States.”
Alexander’s lawsuit further claimed that due to the terms
of the contract, the army played a very small role in the
management of Bechtel, relying on the company to selfreport its production. The contract determined that every
six months BMP would report to the army how many
planes they expected to make and how much it would cost.
The army would then pay in full all contracted work and
materials, plus a “management” fee. Though sources differ
in the percentage of the fee, ranging from 4% to 10% of
the estimated cost, they agree that BMP would receive
this money regardless of how much work they managed
to produce.
Ultimately, the lawsuit was thrown out. It was decided
that BMP worked within the parameters of its contract,
though there was indeed a lull in production in the summer
of 1943. A shortage of critical materials to Michigan’s
Willow Run facility significantly slowed production as fewer
airplanes were shipped to Birmingham for modification.
Naturally, this left many trained Birmingham workers
with less work to do and rumors of profiteering began to
spread, ultimately leading to the lawsuit. The summer of
1943 also marked the end of Parson’s partnership in the
company. It would be up to Bechtel and McCone alone to
finish the government contracts.
In order to complete these contracts, BMP hired both
skilled men and women at their Birmingham Modification
Center. Forty percent of workers trained to work on these
fighter airplanes were women and were known as “riveters,”
an idea made popular by the “We Can Do It” campaign
encouraging American women to join the workforce. In
fact, Frances Carter, founder of the American Rosie the
Riveter Association, worked at BMP as a riveter.
In Birmingham, women in general did not work in iron
and steel factories, such as Sloss Furnaces, because of the
extensive manual labor. The workforce at steel and iron
facilities were made up of 70%-80% African-American

men, and this trend continued throughout the war. Black
men were often prevented from registering for the draft
and those who did register were the last to be called up.
While BMP did hire women in their facilities, they only
hired white women for such jobs. Birmingham’s US
Employment Service offices refused to refer black women
for any jobs other than maids. This violated President
Franklin Roosevelt’s Executive Order 8802, issued on
July 25, 1941 officially outlawing racial discrimination
in federal and war-related agencies. However, the South,
where Jim Crow laws still governed, fought fiercely against
integration of any sort.
By the end of the war, BMP modified 5,710 planes,
made 600 sets of B-24 wings, and produced 5,600
quarter-ton army trucks. Their modest investment of
(continued on page 14)

Birmingham, England, City Coat of Arms.
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(Theatre continued from page 9)
Cobb attempted to reopen the Alabama several times,
but was unsuccessful. Cobb eventually sold the Alabama
to Costa and Head, developers working to revitalize the
downtown area. Costa and Head initiated series of classic
movies at the Alabama with some success, but ultimately
filed for bankruptcy in 1986.
The decline of downtown Birmingham through
the 1960s and 1970s saw the closing of most of the
downtown’s movie theatres. Birmingham’s Terminal
Station’s destruction in 1969 opened Birminghamians’
eyes to the error of tearing down our city’s beautiful and
unique early 20th century buildings. Citizen groups began
seeking ways to protect and preserve them.
It was that marvelous Mighty Wurlitzer organ that
saved the building. The Alabama Chapter of the American
Theatre Organ Society approached the property owners
(continued on page 13)

Alabama Theatre mighty Wurlitzer.

Note the soot damage around the air vents in the ceiling in this 1986 photo.
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(Theatre continued from page 12)
who were planning a parking lot where the Alabama
stood. There were only twenty-five of these organs ever
built. The Society asked the property owners if they could
buy the organ.
The realtor handling the property was smart enough
to recognize the Wurlitzer’s value and refused to sell
it separately. The Alabama Chapter of the American
Theatre Organ Society (ATOS) had been maintaining
the Alabama’s organ starting in the 1970s. The Society
continued to find support and ultimately raised enough
funds to purchase not just the organ, but the entire facility.
In 1987, the non-profit organization, Birmingham
Landmarks, Inc, was formed with the sole purpose of
saving the building and saving the Mighty Wurlitzer.
The theatre was renamed the Alabama Theatre for the
Performing Arts. In 1993 the Alabama was designated the
official state historic theatre of Alabama.
In 1998, the Alabama Theatre underwent a complete
restoration. The gold leaf and paint were cleaned or
replaced along with seats being replaced or recovered and
carpet and drapes replaced.

Alabama Theatre under construction in 1927.

Then Birmingham Landmarks also purchased the
Lyric Theatre across the street. The Lyric built in 1914
was designed as a vaudeville theatre with no electronic
sound equipment. While the theatre was being totally
reconditioned with most of the seats removed, it could be
seen that the theatre was designed as a giant auditory horn
which could carry unamplified voices from the stage to
furthest back row of seats.
In 2011, the Alabama Theatre received the Building
of the Year Award from the Alabama Architectural
Foundation. The award is presented to the one building
statewide that best exemplifies how architecture can
provide a meaningful impact on the citizens of Alabama
in the past, present and future.
The Alabama hosts roughly 250 entertainment events
every year. More than 400,000 people annually for a
variety of theatre, ballet, opera, music concepts, and film.
Although, now the movies are all shown digitally on the
big screen via re-mastered digitally enhanced formats.
These are so much clearer and sharper than the originals
that it is an experience in itself.
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(Bechtel-McCone-Parsons continued from page 11)
$400,000 in 1943 had returned an estimated $100 million
in 1945. World War II revamped the United States’
economy and made Bechtel-McCone one of the leading
construction companies in the nation.
The partnership with Bechtel and McCone disbanded
after the war with Stephen Bechtel, Sr. buying out John
McCone’s shares of the company, thus launching today’s
Bechtel Corporation and McCone’s political career. Under
the direction of BMP’s wartime Public Relations manager,
Lewis Jeffers, the Birmingham facility was sold to Hayes
International Corporation in 1951. It has since changed
names to Alabama Aircraft Industries and continued to
work government contracts in Birmingham until 2013.
Today, Bechtel is the largest construction company in
the United States and operates in over 100 countries.
Remarkably, it has managed to stay a privately-owned
and family-run company, with its current CEO, Brendan
P. Bechtel, serving as the fifth generation of the Bechtel
family to lead the company.
Artifacts from Birmingham’s Bechtel-McCone-Parsons
Modification Center help tell the story of Birmingham’s
Home Front, on display in the lobby of Mountain Brook
City Hall until November 2019. The small exhibit features
artifacts from the Birmingham History Center Collection
at Vulcan Park and Museum that tell of life in Birmingham
during World War II. Visitors can see artifacts from
Bechtel-McCone-Parsons, ration cards, and other artifacts
related to the war effort and businesses in Birmingham.
Sources:
Friends in High Places: The Bechtel Story by Laton
McCartney
Big Dams and Other Dreams: The Six Companies
Story by Donald E. Wolf
The Profiteers: Bechtel and the Men Who Built the
World by Sally Denton
Riveting and Rationing in Dixie: Alabama Women
and the Second World War by Mary Martha Thomas
“Remembering Bechtel-McCone World War II in
Birmingham” by Thomas M. West, Jr.
“Blacks and the Draft: A History of Institutional
Racism” by Paul T. Murray
U.S. of America ex re. George B. Alexander v.
Bechtel-McCone-Parsons
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the Alabama Museum of Natural History has produced
a fascinating book, “Lost Worlds in Alabama Rocks” by
Dr. Jim Lacefield. It is easy to read and understand, and is
beautifully illustrated.
Moss Rock Preserve is recommended for a Sunday
afternoon drive to visit our own unique wonder of nature
right here in Jefferson County.
References:
Dr. Fred Andrus, Chairman Univ. of Ala. Dept. of
Geology. Personal correspondence.
Dr. Jim Lacefield: Lost Worlds in Alabama Rocks,
Second Edition, 2013.

(Preserve continued from page 6)
The stones in the Preserve are sandstone, with a high
quartz content, which is quite resistant to erosion, compared
with other surrounding minerals. Surrounding erosion has
left the Moss Rock stones standing high above the present
ground level. Shades Mountain and Red Mountain were
caused by the uplifting of the Alleghany range, and is part
of a very large area known as the Pottsville Formation
of the Pennsylvanian Period. The Pottsville Formation
extends from Pennsylvania to Alabama. Horsepens 40 is
also a part of that formation.
The formation of the sandstone developed as a result of
silt being deposited on successive ocean floors as successive
ice ages came and went. Alabama was not ever under the
ice; but at times it was even tropical, hence the coal. The
successive melting and reforming of ice north and south of
present Alabama caused great fluctuations in the depth of
the world’s oceans.
Therefore, Alabama, which was under oceans for long
periods, had sand deposits, as well as the seashells. The
seashells resulted in large limestone and marble deposits.
The timing of the tectorial uplifts vis-à-vis the fluctuations
in the depth of the seas resulted in different deposits in
Red and Shades Mountains.
For those readers and Moss Rock Preserve visitors who
may feel inclined to learn more about Alabama geology,
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January Program

The Meanest & Damnest Job, The Civil War
Experiences and Civilian History of Colonel Edmund
Winchester Rucker

M

Michael P. Rucker

ichael P. Rucker will be speaking about his
book, The Meanest & Damnest Job, The Civil
War Experiences and Civilian History of Colonel
Edmund Winchester Rucker.
Michael Rucker’s interest in the Civil War began during
his high school days in Fredericksburg, Virginia. He and
his brother Henry formed a tour guide service to take
visitors to the many Civil War sites in that area.

Mike began to study Edmund Winchester Rucker – a
distant relative – at this time and became fascinated with
his history. It required more than ten years of research
to accumulate all the necessary information about this
fascinating personality.
Mike has one previous book on Civil War history:
Bridge Burner: The Full and Factual Story of Dr. William
Parks Rucker, Slave-Owning Union Partisan.

